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A Dist ant Echo of M ilky Way Cent ral A ct ivit y closes t he

Galaxy ’s Baryon Census

F. Nicastro1,2, F. Senatore[1,3], Y. Krongold4, S. Mathur[5,6], M. Elvis2

ABSTRACT

Wereport on thepresence of largeamounts of million-degreegas in theMilky

Way’s interstellar and circum-galact ic medium. This gas (1) permeates both the

Galact ic planeand thehalo, (2) extends to distances larger than 60-200 kpc from

the center, and (3) its mass is sufficient to close the Galaxy’s baryon census.

Moreover, we show that a vast , ∼ 6 kpc radius, spherically-symmetric central

region of the Milky Way above and below the 0.16 kpc thick plane, has either

been empt ied of hot gasor thedensity of this gaswithin thecavity hasa peculiar

profile, increasing from the center up to a radius of ∼ 6 kpc, and then decreasing

with a typical halo density profile. This, and several other converging pieces

of evidence, suggest that the current surface of the cavity, at 6 kpc from the

Galaxy’s center, t races the distant echo of a period of strong nuclear act ivity of

our super-massive black-hole, occurred about 6 Myrs ago.

Subject headings:

1. I nt roduct ion

The visible baryonic mass of the Milky Way, which includes stars, cold and mildly

photo-ionized gasand dust , amounts to MObs
b ≃ 0.65× 1011 M⊙ (McMillian & Binney, 2012).

The total baryonic plus dark matter mass of our Galaxy, is instead est imated in the range

MTot ≃ (1− 2) × 10
12 M⊙ (Boylan-Kolchin et al., 2013). This, assuming a universal baryon
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OutlineOutline
•• TheThe GalaxyGalaxy roamingroaming baryonbaryon problemproblem

•• AllAll thethe MilkyMilky WayWay ggaseousaseous components,components, asas seenseen inin
XX--raysrays

•• TheThe millionmillion ddegreeegree gasgas againstagainst LowLow GalacticGalactic LatitudeLatitude
(LGL(LGL:: XRBs)XRBs) andand HighHigh GalacticGalactic LatitudeLatitude (HGL(HGL::
AGNs)AGNs) lineslines ofof sightsight::
–– ReconstructingReconstructing thethe Galaxy’sGalaxy’s densitydensity profilesprofiles throughthrough OVIIOVII

columncolumn densitiesdensities ++ comparisoncomparison withwith EMEM

•• ThreeThree mainmain resultsresults::
–– TwoTwo componentscomponents:: diskdisk ++ halohalo

–– PresencePresence ofof centralcentral cavitycavity inin thethe halohalo

–– HotHot gasgas inin thethe halohalo sufficientsufficient toto closeclose thethe Galaxy’sGalaxy’s baryonbaryon
censuscensus
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The Galaxy Missing Baryons The Galaxy Missing Baryons 

ProblemProblem
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Cosmological Baryon Fraction

fb = 0.157

The baryon deficit is more severe in 

smaller galaxies

Less massive objects are unable to 

retain baryons (and metals?) due to 

feedback processes (winds)? 

Are these baryons in the 

surrounding CGM/IGM? 

33



The Milky Way’s Baryon ProblemThe Milky Way’s Baryon Problem

•• (M(Mbb))
ObsObs = 6.5x10= 6.5x101010 MM


(McMillian & (McMillian & BinneyBinney, 2012), 2012)

•• MMDMDM = (1= (1--2)x102)x101212 MM


(Boylan(Boylan--Kolchin+12)Kolchin+12)

•• ffbb = 0.157 = 0.157 (The Plank Collaboration, 2015)(The Plank Collaboration, 2015)

 MMbb/(/(MMbb))
ObsObs ≈ 2.5≈ 2.5--5 5 
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Mb
Missing ≈ (1.5-3)x1011 M





All the XAll the X--ray Spectral Signatures of ray Spectral Signatures of 
the Milky Waythe Milky Way
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The Optimal OVII SampleThe Optimal OVII Sample
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Differs from previous (e.g. Gupta+12, Miller&Bregman13):

- HGL + LGL for the first time

- Complete to SNRE>10 at 22 Å

- Remove NOVII-b Degeneracy

18/20 (90%) LGL have OVII, but only 14 known distance (1 contaminated)

51 HGL; 9 contaminated + 3 Instr.Feat.; 34/39 (87%) have OVII, but only 18 Kα & Kβ

 13 LGL (XRBs) + 18 HGL (AGNs) = 31 LoS



Adopted Density ProfilesAdopted Density Profiles
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normalizing density n0 (in cm
− 3) and the core radius Rc (in kpc):

n(R) = n0e
− |R− Rs |/ Rc ;

(2) a flattened CS exponent ial profile, characterized by three parameters: the normalizing

density n0, the coplanar core radius ρc (in kpc) and the vert ical core-height hc (in kpc):

n(R) = n0e
−
√
(ρ/ ρc )2+ (z− hs )/ hc )2 ;

(3) a SS -profile, with the three parameters n0, Rc and the index β characterizing the

steepness of the profile:

n(R) = n0[1+ (R − Rs)
2/ R2c]

− 3β/ 2;

(4) a flattened CS -profile, with the four parameters n0), ρc, hc and β:

n(R) = n0[1+ ρ2/ ρ2c + (z − hs)
2/ h2c]

− 3β/ 2.

As shown in the analyt ical expressions, for each of these four models we also allow for

the inclusion of an addit ional parameter (Rs for the SS profiles and hs for the CS profiles,

both in kpc) allowing for a possible offset of the distribut ions from the Galaxys center (SS

models) or plane (CSmodels).

The above models are only four possible phenomenological representat ions of the den-

sity profiles expected for baryons immersed in deep gravitat ional potent ial wells. However,

through their parametersβ, Rs and hs (and at a less extent thecoredistancesRc, ρc and hc)

these families of models describe a wide spectrum of radial density trends (from flattened

exponent ial disks, to steep isothermal halos - β = 2/ 3 -, to flat hydrostat ic equilibrium gas

distribut ions - β ≃ 1/ 4) and structures (peaks and valleys).

The fit is performed by integrat ing, for a given set of model parameter values and for

each line of sight direct ion, the density profile n(R) along the line of sight coordinate ξ(R)

[with R2 = ξ2+ R2⊙− 2ξR⊙cos(b)cos(l)] and comparing the so predicted line of sight column

density with the observed value. All parameters are then varied within preset intervals and,

at each iterat ion, the χ2 is evaluated for the ent ire set of line of sight considered in the

fit . When the full ranges of parameter values have been explored, and so the χ2 matrix

completely evaluated, the set of parameter values that minimizes the χ2 is determined.

2.4. Det erminat ion of Halo Ext ent and M asses

Given the one-dimensional nature of our observables (and, for the HGLs, the a-priori

unknown maximum line of sight integrat ion distance), and so the need for reducing the
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Rs and hs = Offset Radius and Height
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Table 1: Separat e HGL and LGL Fit s

Model Model n0 Rc or ρc hc Rs Halo Size Mass chi 2(dof )

Name Type (10− 2 cm− 3) (kpc) (kpc) (kpc) (kpc) (109 M⊙

M1 Exp-SS 4.9+ 1.1− 0.4 3.1+ 0.3− 0.2 N/ A 5.4+ 0.6− 0.4 > 46 3.3+ 4.1− 1.4 10.9(15)

M2 Exp-CS 52+ 5− 15 2.4+ 0.3− 0.1 0.16+ 0.040.03 N/ A N/ A 0.14+ 0.11− 0.06 12.8(10)
HGL

LGL

• LGLs trace the Galaxy’s Disk: MOVII(Disk)≈1.4x108 M


• 2 distinct components or compromising solution

LGL: χ2
flat(dof) = 12.8(10) vs χ2

Sph(dof) = 22.5(11) 

LGL to HLG: χ2(dof) = 373(18) !!!

HGL to LGL: χ2(dof) = 147(13) !!!
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Table 2: Simult aneous LGL+ HGL Fit s

Model Model n0 Rc β Rs Halo Size Mass chi 2(dof )

Name Type (10− 2 cm− 3) (kpc) (kpc) (kpc) (1011 M⊙

A β-SS 2.7+ 0.3− 0.3 2.1+ 0.3− 0.2 0.62+ 0.04− 0.04 5.6+ 0.6− 0.6 > 64 0.2+ 0.3− 0.1 28.7(27)

B M2 + β-SS 1.3+ 0.3− 0.2 0.7+ 0.2− 0.1 0.33+ 0.030.03 6.7+ 0.9
− 1/ 8

> 193 1.3+ 2.1− 0.7 30.9(27)

M3 M2 + β-SS 0.8+ 0.1− 0.1 1.7+ 0.2− 0.2 0.33 (frozen) 0 (frozen) > 250 2.0+ 0.4− 0.5 34.9(29)

M4 β-SS 5.8+ 0.7− 0.9 2.5+ 0.2− 0.2 0.62 (frozen) 0 (frozen) > 94 0.5+ 0.2− 0.1 45.6(29)

Model A: peak density at 6 kpc

Model B: empty central 6-kpc sphere

P(A;M4) = 99.8% ; P(A;M3) = 91.3%



Why an Offset Radius?Why an Offset Radius?
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OVII Emission MeasureOVII Emission Measure

•• In 1In 1--sr around sr around ll=90=9000, , bb=60=6000: EM =  0.0125 cm: EM =  0.0125 cm--66 pcpc (McCammon+02) (McCammon+02) 

•• Toward the Galactic Center at |Toward the Galactic Center at |bb|<20|<2000 and across the Fermi and across the Fermi BBubbles: ubbles: 

EM = (0.08EM = (0.08--0.3) cm0.3) cm--66 pc pc (Kataoka+15)(Kataoka+15)
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The 6The 6--kpc Central “Cavity” kpc Central “Cavity” 
(other pieces of evidence)(other pieces of evidence)

•• Size and shape similar to “Fermi Bubbles” (gammaSize and shape similar to “Fermi Bubbles” (gamma--rays) rays) 

and Plank Haze (microwave): and Plank Haze (microwave): Dobler+10; Su+10Dobler+10; Su+10

•• Seen in Hα and IR emission: BlandSeen in Hα and IR emission: Bland--Hawthorn+03Hawthorn+03

•• Seen in modulation of XSeen in modulation of X--ray EM across edges of Fermi ray EM across edges of Fermi 

Bubbles: Bubbles: Kataoka+15Kataoka+15

•• Resolved in moderateResolved in moderate--ionization “doubleionization “double--peaked” (nearpeaked” (near--

and farand far--side of the bubble) metal absorption suggesting side of the bubble) metal absorption suggesting 

expansion expansion v≈1000 km/sv≈1000 km/s: : Fox+15Fox+15
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A Distant Echo of Central ActivityA Distant Echo of Central Activity
•• A fast moving “piston” powered by a period of activity A fast moving “piston” powered by a period of activity 

of our supermassive black hole moves outwards and of our supermassive black hole moves outwards and 
compresses the ambient gas while pushing (a fraction compresses the ambient gas while pushing (a fraction 
of) it outwards of) it outwards (i.e. Davè+11; (i.e. Davè+11; FaucherFaucher--GiguèreGiguère & & QuataertQuataert, 2012, Lapi+05), 2012, Lapi+05)

•• Nuclear energyNuclear energy--conserving outflows with vconserving outflows with vin≈in≈10000 10000 
km/s produce shock traveling at vkm/s produce shock traveling at vss≈1000 km/s ≈1000 km/s ((FaucherFaucher--

GiguèreGiguère & & QuataertQuataert, 2012), 2012)

•• At this rate it would take 6 At this rate it would take 6 MyrsMyrs for the OVIIfor the OVII--traced traced 
shock to reach its current position at 6 shock to reach its current position at 6 kpckpc

•• (6 (6 ±± 2) 2) MyrMyr is also the age of 2 stellar disks in the is also the age of 2 stellar disks in the 
innermost 0.2 pc of the Milky Way, thought to be a innermost 0.2 pc of the Milky Way, thought to be a 
relic of a gaseous accretion disk relic of a gaseous accretion disk (Paumard+06; Levin, (Paumard+06; Levin, BeloborodovBeloborodov 03)03)
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Checking the EnergeticChecking the Energetic

For a simple isothermal sphere ΔM/M ≈ 1/2ΔE/E For a simple isothermal sphere ΔM/M ≈ 1/2ΔE/E 

(Lapi+05)(Lapi+05)



For For TTHotHot≈(0.6≈(0.6--1)x101)x1066 K K  E≈(0.1E≈(0.1--0.4)x100.4)x105959 ergsergs

 ΔE≈(0.1ΔE≈(0.1--4)x104)x105757 ergs = 1/2ΔM<vergs = 1/2ΔM<v22> > 

 <v>≈150<v>≈150--1400 km/s1400 km/s

ΔE<<EΔE<<EAGNAGN((ΔtΔt=4=4--8 8 MyrMyr)≈(2.5)≈(2.5--5)x105)x105858 ergsergs
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2005), during a recent period of its act ivity. Faucher-Gigure & Quataert (2012) study the

property of galact ic winds driven by active galact ic nuclei, and show that energy-conserving

outflowswith init ial velocity vi n > 10000km s
− 1, canmovein theambient medium producing

shocked wind bubbles that expand at velocit ies of vs ≃ 1000 km s− 1 into the host galaxy.

If the observed OVII-bearing bubble in our Galaxy is tracing one of such shocks generated
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of 1000 km s− 1, the expanding shell would have taken 6 Myrs to reach its current radius

of 6 kpc. Interestingly, (6 ± 2) Myr is also the age estimated for the two disks of young
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ambient medium (e.g. Lapi, Cavaliere & Menci, 2005), we can estimate the average velocity
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sphere, the mass contrast between the gas contained in the bubble and the total hot gas

mass within one virial radius, equals about half of the energy contrast ∆E/ E between the

kinetic energy in the outflow (provided by the central AGN) and the total energy residing
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as in a simple isothermal sphere) the amount of gas currently contained in the bubble is

MBubble = 3.4+ 1.8− 1.3 × 10
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5/ 2 ergs (Lapi, Cavaliere & Menci, 2005), where THot is the

temperature of the gas, which we assume in the range THot ≃ (0.6 − 1) × 106 K (where

the OVII fract ion peaks in gas in collisional equilibrium). Thus, E ≃ (0.1 − 0.4) × 1059

ergs, and ∆E ≃ (0.1 − 4) × 1057 ergs ≃ 1/ 2∆Mv2s which gives vs ≃ 150 − 1400 km s− 1,

in good agreement with the vs = 1000 km s− 1 needed to take the shock front from the

Galaxy center to its current posit ion of Rs ≃ 6 kpc, in 6 Myr. We also note that the above

estimate of the kinetic energy of the outflow, ∆E ≃ (0.1− 4) × 1057 ergs, is significantly

lower than (and so fully consistent with) themaximum amount of energy that can bemade

available from our Galactic nuclear black hole (MBH = 4.3× 10
6 M⊙ (Gillessen et al., 2009)

by accreting at its Eddington limit for a period of 4-8 Myrs (limit imposed by the age of

the two central star disks, under theassumption that they are relics of thegaseousaccret ion

disk): EAGN (∆ t = 4− 8Myrs) ≃ (2.5− 5) × 10
58 ergs.

TheOVII bubblemasscan also beused to evaluate theoutflow rateneeded for theAGN

to deploy such an amount of mass at 6 kpc from the nucleus. Again, assuming a 4-8 Myrs
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Model A

Model B

Sizes: 

R(A)>61 kpc

R(B)>190 kpc

Masses at Rvir: 

M(A)=(0.2+0.3
-0.1)x1011 M



M(A)=(1.3+2.1
-0.7)x1011 M



Actual Solution probably in between
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ConclusionsConclusions
•• MillionMillion--degreedegree GasGas permeatespermeates bothboth thethe DiskDisk andand HaloHalo

ofof ourour GalaxyGalaxy

•• AA sphericallyspherically symmetricsymmetric structurestructure inin thethe densitydensity
profileprofile ofof thethe millionmillion--degreedegree halohalo gasgas trackstracks thethe
currentcurrent positionposition ofof aa shockshock--frontfront generatedgenerated 66 MillionMillion
yearsyears agoago byby anan energeticenergetic outflowoutflow poweredpowered byby anan
AGNAGN--likelike accretionaccretion episodeepisode

•• TheThe MassMass ofof thethe OVIIOVII--bearingbearing GasGas maymay bebe sufficientsufficient
toto closeclose thethe Galaxy’sGalaxy’s BaryonBaryon CensusCensus
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